Abstract
Introduction
Human action recognition from live videos is one of the most important problems currently tackled by video surveillance research. Humans are the main actors in surveillance scenes and their actions and interaction with the environment provide useful information for safety, security and environment personalisation.
Recognising human actions in videos can be framed as a problem of time-series classification. Features about each single human subject are directly extracted from the video's frames and linked along the time dimension by tracking and data association algorithms. By calling o t the feature set extracted for a human subject at the generic time t, the overall time series can be noted as O={o 1 ,..o t ,..o T }, with T the action length in frames. The feature set must be chosen to be action-discriminative and recognition can be provided by use of sequential classifiers. Two recent surveys in [1, 2] offer a broad overview of the many action recognition approaches proposed over the last two decades. In terms of classification approaches, two main lines of investigations have been followed: 1) recognising the action directly in the time domain; and 2) recognising the action by probabilistic graphical models. The former group has dynamic time warping (DTW) as its main representative; the latter has the hidden Markov model (HMM). Despite the recent renaissance in interest in time-warping approaches, probabilistic models such as HMM have maintained widespread adoption for their recognised strength against the intrinsic variations of action instances. However, certain problems with the training of such probabilistic models are still partially unresolved. Since modelling of the dependencies across observations alone can prove complicated and ad-hoc, latent variables, or states, are often utilised in the models. This imposes the use of Expectation-Maximisation (EM) style algorithms for model training. However, it is well known that EM algorithms can only find local maxima of their target function (typically, the likelihood), and that such maxima strongly depend on the arbitrary initialisation of the model's parameters, λ. Moreover, the problem of the quality of the maxima and the generalization to unseen examples is often exacerbated by the scarcity of training samples.
The common approach to EM initialisation is that of running multiple training sessions with different random initialisations of λ and choosing the best session by crossvalidation. In contrast to the random initialisation approach, we recently proposed a deterministic initialisation method based on partitioning the observations in the time domain [3] . However, we assumed linearity in the human actions' dynamic which we found a restrictive hypothesis in some cases. Hence, in this paper we present a deterministic initialisation method based on data histograms which does not rely on an equivalent linearity assumption. Given the high dimensionality of the observation space and the relative scarcity of samples, this paper proposes to use an approximate histogram based on an incremental, featureby-feature approach. Experiments results seem to confirm the validity of this approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers a brief review of the related work. In Section 3, the training initialisation for hidden Markov model is described and then we propose our histogram-based initialisation. The feature set and experimental results are reported and discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented.
Related work
Using HMM for human action recognition goes a long way back. The first paper that we are aware of, from Yamato et al., dates 1992 [4] . The authors used HMM to recognise six different tennis actions. In their work, each frame is background-subtracted and the extracted foreground object is partitioned into a grid of blocks, centred on the centroid. The number of foreground pixels in each block is the feature set that is then mapped onto a symbol by vector quantization. Discrete-output HMMs with 36 states are used for recognition. This early work already epitomises two major problems of action recognition: a) the adoption of a discriminative and workable feature set and b) the choice of a suitable classification approach.
For the feature set, a variety of approaches have been exploited, including optical flow [5] , body parts tracking [6, 7] , silhouettes [8] space-time interest points [9] and local interest points [10, 11] . Researchers are left with the decision whether to use a rich feature vector, possibly invariant to the viewpoint (e.g. [12] ), or a simple, fast-toextract feature vector designed with opportunistic action discrimination in mind [3, 10, 13] .
Various graphical models have been used to classify actions from observation sequences. While the main model has been the HMM, other models such as HMM variants (coupled, hierarchical, layered, entropic etc.), DBNs, CRFs have been used (e.g. [8] ). However, they are all highly parametric models and the tuning of their parameters may prove unsatisfactory. In particular, EM learning is sensitive to the choice of the initial parameter assignment, and this problem was recognised and addressed by various authors. For instance, Ferrer et al. in [14] reviewed various HMM initialisation methods based on random techniques and introduced their own method based on choosing the random start that leads to nearlyequiprobable states. In [15] , Toledano et al. have explored three different ways of initialising HMM training: 1) by a fixed template for all classes; 2) by historical averages; and 3) by oracle initialisation (this last only to establish offline upper bounds). While these methods remove undesired randomness, they are not adaptive in the training samples. In a recent work [3] , we exploited partitioning of the training sequences in the time domain to select the HMM's initial means. We reported an accuracy that is comparable to the average accuracy obtainable by multiple random initialisations. However, some restrictive assumptions were made: a) that the action's states would occupy equal proportions of time (as if the actions' dynamics would develop linearly along the time dimension), and b) that the states would evolve in a "leftto-right" manner. Such assumptions do not seem to reflect the possibly complex dynamics of human actions and justify exploring alternative deterministic initialisations more flexible in their assumptions.
Action classification using HMM
Using HMM for action recognition converts the recognition problem into classification of time series. A much-cited tutorial on HMM and its three main problems -evaluation, decoding and estimation -can be found in [16] . Let us call C the set of K action classes, C = {C 1 ,…,C k ,…,C K }. Given an HMM for each class, noted by its set of parameters, λ k , k=1..K, maximum-likelihood classification of a time series can be achieved as:
where p(O|λ k ) is a likelihood function that can be effectively computed based on the forward or backward algorithm [16] . If maximum-a-posteriori or minimum risk classification is sought, priors and costs can be easily added.
Hidden Markov model
HMM is a probabilistic graphical model in which the modelled system has observed outputs, or observations, but the states are hidden. The observation sequence is noted as O={o 1 ,...,o T }, where T is its length. An HMM with N states is represented by the following parameter set:
where A is the N x N state transition probability matrix, B are the observation probabilities and π are the N x 1 initial state probabilities. In our case, the observations are continuous, multivariate random variables and their distribution in each state is modelled by a mixture of M Gaussian components (Gaussian mixture model -GMM):
In Eq. (3), µ jl and Σ jl are the mean and covariance of the l-th Gaussian and c jl is its weight, or prior probability, in the mixture. Hence, the total size of B is (N * M * sizeof {µ jl , Σ jl , c jl }). Such a number is typically high and confirms that an HMM is a highly parametric model.
HMM training
During training, the HMM parameters are typically estimated to fit the training observation sequences with maximum likelihood [16] . The most popular HMM training algorithm is the Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm [16] , which is of EM style. Like all EM algorithms, it guarantees convergence to a local optimum (or a saddle point) of the data likelihood, and the position and quality of such a maximum depend in turn on the initialisation parameters. Moreover, the set of HMM parameters, λ, contains two hyperparameters: the number of states, N, and the number of Gaussian components in each b j (o), M. For these two parameters, we simply adopt exhaustive search over a plausible range, N, M ∈ {1..6} and a selection based on cross-validation accuracy. As software, we have used and extended Kevin Murphy's HMM toolbox for Matlab [17] .
HMM training initialisation
The Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm requires an initial assignment of the HMM parameters to initiate training. Whereas all the parameters influence the outcome of training, in the following we focus only on B because of their typically overwhelming size. For instance, in an HMM with N = M = 5, F = 10-dimensional observations (a conservative figure) and full covariance matrices, the size of (B) is equivalent to 1,645 scalar parameters. The problem with initialisation stems from the fact that only a set of training observation sequences is given, without knowledge of the states generating the observations. The training data permit an easy estimate of p(o), the observation probability marginalised over the states; yet, our estimation targets are the conditional observation densities, b j (o):=p(o|q=j).
Before we start describing our initialisation approach, we illustrate a conventional method taking Murphy's toolbox as the reference. Parameter B requires to be initialized with (N*M) sets of weighted Gaussian components, {µ jl , Σ jl , c jl }. Murphy's toolbox obtains such values in the following two steps:
1. Cluster creation: In the first step, N * M initial clusters' centres are chosen and supplied to a k-means algorithm to cluster the observation data into N * M clusters. In fact, the k-means algorithm produces the initial mean for each Gaussian of a single GMM with N * M components. The Gaussian's covariance and its weight in the mixture are calculated based on the resulting clusters.
Component dispatching:
The N * M resulting components are dispatched over the N states (M components to each state) in "appearance" order.
In Murphy's toolbox, the N * M initial centroids for kmeans algorithm are chosen randomly from all the training data instances coalesced into a single super vector (Figure  1 .a). While this method (called random centres hereafter) can produce effective initialisation, the training and verification phases might have to be applied several times before satisfactory parameters (in terms of classification accuracy) can be found. Conversely, deterministic initialisation methods permit one-off training of the HMM. Their main advantage is that of saving substantial training time which is significant as generally training has to be iterated many times over various experimental setups (datasets etc) and can prove very time consuming.
In the average of training instances deterministic initialisation method of [3] , the clusters' centres are initialised by using time segmentation: the frame sequence of each training instance is divided into (N * M + 1) consecutive segments and the boundary points between consecutive segments are collected and then averaged over all the instances to compose the initial centres (Figure 1.b) . Such an initialisation is equivalent to assuming that each boundary point is in correspondence with a cluster's centre, and that the various clusters occur in a "left-toright" sequence with equal duration.
An alternative to identifying centres by time segmentation is that of resorting to the marginal distribution of the observations, p(o), and identify centres therein. Whereas mode interference may hide certain modes of the state-conditional distributions, a reasonable expectancy on modes' separation supports this approach. Considering this issue, we propose an approach based on an approximated histogram in the following subsection.
Histogram-based HMM initialisation
The method we propose to initialise the (N*M) clusters' centres is based on the histogram of the "super vector". Our aim is to locate the positions of the main modes to then use them as initial clusters' centres. However, mode seeking in multi-dimensional data can prove inaccurate, especially when the training data are not sufficiently dense. To mollify this issue, we compute 1-D histograms of each individual feature separately, and then the initial centre values are incrementally constructed feature-by-feature. For simplicity, we assume convex clusters and independence of the features.
Here, for each feature f i , i=1..F, four consecutive steps are performed (Figure 2 
Experiments
We have evaluated our cluster initialisation method with the recent MuHAVi (Multicamera Human Action Video) video dataset from Kingston University London [18] . Comparative experiments between the proposed method, the deterministic initialisation from [3] and random initialisations are presented in this section. 
Segmentation of the MuHAVi dataset
The MuHAVi dataset includes videos from 17 action classes performed several times by 7 different subjects and captured by 8 cameras simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, it is the most comprehensive public action dataset to date in terms of combined number of action classes, subjects and cameras. In order to keep recognition and segmentation issues separate, the dataset aims to make manually annotated silhouettes available (MuHAVi-MAS). However, manual annotation is time consuming and the current number of manually-segmented sequences is rather limited (a total of 136 sequences for only two cameras). Furthermore, using manually generated masks for training or validation would provide an optimistic estimate of a method's accuracy compared to a real embedding where segmentation must be automated. Hence, we decided to use the main dataset and extract the masks automatically.
We chose the frame sequences of one camera (camera4) and applied a simple, but effective background subtraction technique. Assuming a fixed camera, a fixed scene and no major illumination changes, we fixed the background frame as the initial frame for the whole action time and provided foreground extraction by a thresholded difference. The inevitable errors were corrected by morphological operations, to join unconnected regions and remove smaller objects from foreground regions. Whereas in real-life application additional segmentation issues may occur (multiple targets, severe illumination changes etc), our procedure is far more realistic than manual segmentation. In this way, we automatically segmented 398 sequences from the camera4 viewpoint as summarised in Table 1 .
Projection histograms as feature set
Given the typical tight real-time constraints of video surveillance, we chose to extract a minimal set of projection histograms as the feature set for the HMM. Such descriptors project an object's pixels onto the image coordinate axes and compute an horizontal and vertical histograms [19] . As an action takes place, the two projection histograms reflect the changes in the object's shape and promise to be action-discriminative. They are invariant to scale, but sensitive to rotation.
To compute the histograms, we first calculate the coordinates of the bounding box surrounding the human silhouette in the foreground frame. Then, a window is centred on the bounding box's centre and histogram computed. We use histograms with 10 bins each, leading to a total feature vector of length F = 20.
Experiments on cluster initialisation methods
As validation test, we have used "leave-one-subject-out" cross validation i.e. in each run we leave one subject out during training and we use it for testing. This validation procedure is sensible as in real applications subjects would not have been seen during training. The final accuracy result is the average over the various subjects (7 folds). We compared the proposed initialisation method with the random centres and the average of training instances proposed in [3] ; yet, we tried to provide an improvement: as the time segments' boundary points could be occasionally heavily affected by noise, we used the average of all the points in the respective segments to increase robustness. Table 2 reports the comparative classification accuracy.
For random centres, we report the average accuracy over 5 different random starts alongside the standard deviation, and also the best accuracy out of the 5 starts. Since the number of HMM states, N, and the number of components per state, M, are hyperparameters in the Baum-Welch algorithm, we decided to experiment over range N, M = {1..6} and choose the best combination based on cross-validation accuracy.
In the tests, our method obtained a best accuracy of 80.4% (N = 6, M = 4), higher than even the best of the five random runs (80.2%; N = 5, M = 3). The average of training instances proved the worst, with a best accuracy of only 78.6% (N = 5, M = 4), possibly due to its restrictive assumptions. If applied an unbound number of times, it is likely that the random centres method would eventually provide the highest accuracy for any combination of N and M. However, for practical reasons the number of starts must always be capped and would limit the trade off between accuracy and training time.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a deterministic method for learning initialisation of HMMs based on an approximate data histogram. The proposed approach aims to deliver an accurate model from a single initialisation, thus saving substantial learning time compared to multiplestarts methods. Experiment results showed that the proposed initialisation was capable of achieving better accuracy than the best of five random initialisations and the method previously proposed in [3] . We argue that the proposed approach can be usefully extended to other discrete latent-state models popular for human action recognition such as dynamic Bayesian networks and conditional random fields where the probability of observable random variables must be modelled conditional to discrete latent states.
